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SUMMARY 

τ'he characteristics of impurities in semiconductors 

s汀onglyinfluence白巴electronicproperties of the semicon -

ductor.τ'herefore, impurity densities and energy levels 

must be precisely evaluated. This paper describes a way to 

graphically evaluat巴白巴 characteristicsof impurities in a 

semiconductor with donors and acceptors by using the 

temperature dependence of the majority carrier concentra -

tion n(T). The function to be巴valuatedis defined by 

n(T)n(T)exp(ErelkT)lkT/Nc(T), where k is the Boltzmann 
constant, Tis the temperature, Ne(ηis the effective density 

of states, and Eref is a p紅白neter.Since白isfunction has a 

peak at a temperature co汀巴spondingto each impurity level, 

出巴出1puritydensity and energy level can be obtained by 

using白epeak value and temperature.。1998Scripta 

Technica. Elec住onComm Jpn Pt 2, 80(10): 37-42, 1997 
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1. Introduction 

Semiconductors often contain a v紅花tyof impurities 

and these impurities greatly influence semiconductor ch紅幽

acteristics. For example, in 6H-SiC and 4H-SiC, nitrogen 

has two energy levels and behaves as a donor [1), while Al 
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and B play the role of acceptor [1, 2). Frequently, both 

donors and acceptors紅Econtained in the semiconductor 

[3, 4). In order to emit infr紅edlight, rare-e紅白 elements

are added to the semiconductor [5], besides conventional 

dopants. 
百1ispaper proposes a m巴thodto graphically evaluate 

the densities and energy levels of multiple impurities (do-

nors組 dacceptors）白紙influencethe majority c紅Tiercon-

cen位ation.In general, the impurity density and energy level 

紅eobtained as follows [6]. First, the tempera加redepend-

ence of the majority carrier concentration n(T) is graphi-

cally expressed by using the relationship between ln n(T) 

and 1/T. This slope provid回 theimpurity level and the 

saturated value provides the impurity density. However, 

when more than two kinds of impurities紅einvolv巴d，出e

above m巴thodis not effective [7]. 
In order to evaluate the con凶butionsfrom multiple 

impurities that generate m吋oritycarriers, Hoffmann pro-

posed a me出odin which the temperature dependence of the 

叫 oritycarrier concentration is differentiated by Fermi 

levels [7]; the analytical results based on出ismethod have 

been reported [5, 7, 8). When multiple impurity levels紅巳

present, peaks coπesponding to these en巴rgylevels appear 

in出egraph.百1epeak value and the Fermi level for a peak 

provide出eimpurity density and energy level, respectively. 

However, in出ismethod, the majority carrier concentra-

tions at various temp巴ra旬resmust be differentiated by 

Fermi level. As a result, measurement eηor is amplified佃 d

the peaks訂eoften unobserved. In白ismethod, the limit of 

energy level s巴parationis about 0.03 eV. In addition, impu-
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rities出atgenerate minority carriers cannot be evaluated by 

this method. 

The authors have been dev巴lopinga method for 

evaluating the impurity density and energy l巴velwithout 

differentiation [9]. However，出ismethod can be used only 

when either donor or acceptor, but not bo白，waspres巴nt.In 

addition, the resolution of the energy levels by this method 

was about 0.05 eV. 

τ'he purpose of白ispaper is to discuss a method血at

can be used to evaluate impurities出atgenerat巴minority

carriers (Hoffmann's method [7] and our previous method 

[9] could not evaluate these impurities), other than the 

impurities白紙 generate白emajority carriers, with an en-

ergy resolution of0.005 eV 

In this paper, semiconductors with both donors and 

acceptors will be discussed. If T is a variable and 

I'ED;. NDi• Eref• andk are parametぽs,Eq. (1) provid白血E

maximum value of ND;exp(-l)/(DErn -Eref) when 

T = (DErn -Eref)lk: 

入ro, （ ムEo;-Eref ¥ 
kT exp¥- kT J 、、．，，，
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Using the majority carrier conc巴n位ationn(T), a function 

similar to Eq. (1) is derived.百1epeak value and the tem-

perature for出巴peak白enprovide the impurity density and 

energy level, respectively. In order to increase the energy 

level resolution, the peak temperature is shifted in the 

direction of lower temperatures using the parameter Eref・

2. Evaluation Method 

In order to simplify the discussion, n-type s巴rnicon-

ductors will be discussed, since p勾pesemiconductors can 

be discussed in the s創nemanner. In order to obtain a 

function similar to Eq. (1), a function F(T, Eref) is defined 

by Eq. (2), using the temperature dependence of恥 fr,田

electron concen住ationmeasured by the Hall effect: 

F(T. Eref）三」一土削η｛T)exp( ~ 
Sc(T〕 kT ¥ kT) 

(2) 

where Nc(T) is the effective density of states and k is白E

Boltzmann constant. 

Let us theor巴ticallydiscuss whether the definition in 

Eq. (2) can provide an equation similar to Eq. (1). The 

electron concentration n(T) obtained from the elec出cal

neu位alitycondition is given by Eq. (3) [6]: 

n(T) = ) SD，·叶~）
ム叶exp（－』ム）

where N0; and Em紅eth巴i－出 donordensity and energy 

level, respectively; g0; is出ei－白 degen巴racyfactor, NA is 

出eacceptor density.，組dEp is the Fermi level. 

The electron concentration n（ηobtained from 

Ne(ηandιis given by 

n(T) ＝此（T)exp（一言兵） (4) 

where Ee is the巴nergyat the bottom of the conduction band 

[6]. 

Substituting Eq. (3) for one of then（町inEq. (2) and 

substituting Eq. (4) for the other n（町inEq. (2) gives 

F(T, Eref) = L F; (T, E刈
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(5) 

where 

F; (T, Eref) = 
1 

g印＋ exp（ーム勺~EF)
No; （ ムEo;-Eref ¥ 

×一一一－ f'文nI- I 
kT .-¥ kT J 

ムEo;= Ee -Eo •. 

(6) 

(7) 

ムEF=Ee -EF. (8) 

ムEo;+1＞ムEo, (9) 

Now, the function F(T, E問。containsan expression si凶 lar

to Eq. (1). In addition, by squaring the majority carrier 

concen仕組oninEq.(2），出etemperature dependence of the 

function in F;(T.，ιef) other白血 Eq.(1) was reduced, 

comp紅 edwith the temperature dependence of the function 
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previously reported [9]. However, because of the tempera-

ture dependence of白巴 functionother than Eq. (1），白e

temperature at which each F;(T.，旦dshows a peak is 

slightly lower than (DE0; -E児。！k.As described, 

F;(T,E問。foreach donor has a peak a different temperatu低

Using白ischaracteristic, the impurity density and energy 

level can be evaluated. 

2 

Fig. 2. 

Discussion 

h血isstudy, n-type 4H-SiC (bandgap Ef!.ニ3.26eV) 

withashallowdonor(DE01=0.06eV.Nm = 7.5x1015 cmーな
d巴巴pdonor (IE02 = 0.156 eV, N02 = 9.4×1015 cm--3) and 

acceptor (NA = 1.6×1014 cm-3) will be evaluated. The value 

of n（ηin this 4H-SiC is calculated using Eqs. (3) and (4), 

as shown in Fig. 1, where g0,. = 2 and Nc(I) of 4H-SiC is 

given by Eq. (10) [4]: 

3. 

line), two peaks紅eobserved, indicating that two types of 

donors紅epr回巴nt.If Eref=0.05 eV，仕iefirst peak inぬe

dotted line mov巴sto the left (lower temperature). In白e

F(T, 0.05) curve, the peak occurs at 84 K (T peak!) and the 
p巴akvalue is 9 .40×1016cm 3 ev-1. By shifting Tpea1c1 to 

a lower temperature, th巴influencesof the shallow donor 

and acceptor on n（九拙1)are enh姐 ced.

百ieinfluence of the acceptor density on F(T, 0.05) 

will now be discussed. Using n（町forNA = 0 cm 3 (dashed 
line), NA= 1×1014 cm 3 (solid line) andNA = 1×1015cm-3 

(dashed-dotted line), F(T, 0.05) is from the definition in Eq. 

(2) as shown in Fig. 3. We find that九世1= 75 K, 82 K, and 
98 K when NA= 0, 1×1014and1×i°015 cm-3, r白 pectively.

The dependence of T peak! on the acceptor d巴nsityis used to 

find the acceptor density. 

The deep donor is hardly ionized at low t巴mperature

and the shallow donor and acceptor are白emajorcon出bu-

tors influencing F(T, EreiJ・ 百ierefore,Eq. (5) can be ap-

proximal巴dby 
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Usingn（町shownin Fig. 1，白eeffectiveness of也ismethod 

will be discussed. 

The term exp (DEplkT) is given by Eq. (11) 
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wheren（町isgiven in Fig. 1 and Ne(ηis given by Eq. (10). 

Evaluation of shallow donor and acceptor 

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of 

F(T, Eref) for Eref = 0 and 0.05 e V. When Eref = 0 e V (dotted 

F(T,E日f)'.:::'. F1 (T, Eref) 
N 4. ( i::;.Ep -Eref ¥ 
E子exp¥- kT } 

(12) 

In order to reduce the number of unknowns to two, that is, 

DEm and N A!N0i. the following function is in住oduced:

_ F(T‘Eref) 
Ji (T, Eref) ＝一τァ一一

1•01 
～ F1 (T. E,問 r)
- No1 

1 NA （ ムEF-Eref ¥ 
-kT芯；叫＼－ kT ) 

(13) 
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Relationship between IEm and NA/Nm when 

f1 (T, Erer) has a maximum at T pe法1・

As described, the shallow donor density and energy 

level and acceptor density can be obtained. 

In order to evaluate the deep donor, a function that is 

not influenced by the shallow donor and acceptor will be 

introduced as shown below: 

Deep donor 

Fig. 4. 

3.2. 

F(T, Erer) corresponding to various NA. 

YDI ＋叫（ーへ~F)
×志向（ームETrEref) 
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Fig. 3. 
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Using n（ηshown in Fig. 1, F(T, E,er) shown in Eq. (2）如d

出evalues of IE0i. N0i. andNA obtained in出巴 previous

S巴ction,FF(T，旦ef)was calcula低das shown in Fig. 5. When 

Eref= 0 eV (dotted line），出epeak is considered to appe紅 at

temperatures above 300 K. Using出巴 curvefor Erer= 0.1 

eV (solid line), the peak of FF(T, 0.1) is made to appear 

within出emeasurement temperature (Tpeak2 = 240 K）.τ'he 
peak value is 1.18×1016cm-3ev-1. 

Since FF(T, Erer) is uninfluenced by the shallow do-

nor and acceptor, it is equivalent to F2(T, E,e~ in Eq. (6). In 

order to evaluate ££02, the function shown in Eqs. (17) and 

(18) is in住oduc怠d.

Tpeakl of仕1巴 graphfor Eref= 0.05 eV (solid line) 
shown in Fig. 2 is 84 K. The relationship betwe巴n

rEti.1 andNA/Nm that maxirnizef1(T, 0.05) in Eq. (14) at 
84 K is shown by a solid line in Fig. 4. F(T, 0.04) has a peak 

at T = 98 K.百1巴relationshipbetween DEti.1 andNAINti.1 
伽 tmaxirnizesf1(T, 0.04) (see Eq. (14)) is shown by the 

dotted line in Fig. 4. The solution is given by 

Eti.1 and NA!Nti.1血atsatis今 theabove two r巴lationships.
百ierefore,the solution is given by the intersection of出e

two curves. Now, I'Eti.1 =0.0599 eV and 

NA!Nti.1 = 0.0203. Although出eintersection was obtained 

using curves for Erer= 0.04 and 0.05 eV, the 
LEm -NA/Nm curve always passes through出ispoint 

reg訂dlessof Erer・ 

As shown in Eq. (13), Nm is given by 

N F(Tpeakl, Eref) 
Dl = 

fi(Tp回 kl,Eref)

40 

(15) 

Substituting the solution (LEm = 0.0599 eV, 

NA/Nm = 0.0203) and出epeak value 9 .40×1016cm-3eV 1 

of F(T, 0.05) into Eq. (15), we obtain Nm= 7.59× 

101scm 3.百ierefore,NA = 1.54×1014cm 3. The same re司

sult is obtained for F(T, 0.04). 

会r=0.05 eV 

0.059 0.06 0.061 

ムEDI[eV] 
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Comparison and discussion 

It was found that出eproposed method is effective in 

accurately finding NA if N A/N01 > 10-5. In addition, when 
Nm = N02, the resolution of neighboring donor levels is 

0.005 eV 
When the graphical method using the ln n（町一 l!T

relationship is employed, n(T) in白esaturated r巴gionis 

No; and the slope of白ecurve provides IEo; [6]. However, 

as shown in Fig. 1, the saturated region cannot be clearly 

defined and the slope is unclear. Therefore, the result is not 

reliable. 
On由巳 otherhand, when n(T) is evaluated by the 

Hoff ann method [7], the shallow donor (DEm = 0.0629 

e V, Nm = 4.29×wise闘う andthe deep donor (IE02 = 
0.164eV,N02 = 8.93×1O15 cm-3) are found. However, nei・

ther the shallow donor nor deep donor can be evaluated 

accurately by the Hoffmann method. In addition, the ac-

ceptor level cannot be found by this method. When 

Nm =N02and出巴energylevel difference between白etwo

donors is less than 0.03 eV, only one peak appears, indicat-

ing that there is only one kind of donor instead of two. When 

血istype of eηor occurs，出edonor density is twice as high 

as the correct value. 

As described above, our new method is sup巴riorto 

the methods previously reported. 
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Conclusions 4. 

1 

2十叫（ーペrEF)
×寺町（ームEo~:i Eref) 

Using由巳dataon血etempera旬redependence of the 
majority carrier concen位ationobtained by Hall effect 

measurements, the peak value and peak temperature of the 

function n(1)n（ηexp(EreflkT)INclkT are obtain巴d.Using 

these values，出echaracteristics of multiple impurities in a 

semiconductor can be evaluated.τ'he above function shows 

a peak at the temperature co汀espondingto each donor level. 

Using this prop巴rty,multiple donors w巴reevaluated. In白is

study, only the n-type semiconductor was discussed. How-

ever, p旬pesemiconductors can be evaluated in a similar 

manner. When deep impurity levels訂epresent, the tem-

perature dependence of the majority carrier concentration 

at high temperature must be measured. Our proposed 

method is still巴ffectiveeven when the tempera旬rerange is 

arbitrarily limited. 
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